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Product Safety Information: Some items in this catalog contain choking hazards 
for small children. Please see below for a full explanation of warning labels.
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WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD – Small Parts. Not for children under 3 years.

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD – Children under 8 years can choke or 
     suffocate on uninflated or broken balloons. Adult supervision required. 
     Keep uninflated balloons from children. Discard broken balloons at once.

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD – Product is or contains a small ball. 
     Not for children under 3 years.

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD – Product is or contains a marble. 
     Not for children under 3 years.

M WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD – Small Magnet Hazard. Product contains
     a small magnet(s).

PLEASE NOTE:
Additional shipping charges will apply to items marked . 
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Theo the Therapy Dog
This fuzzy lapdog is specially designed to function as a comforting companion. With a 
21⁄2-lb. body weight, this lovable and cuddly friend can provide a sense of security to 
children with sensory input needs. Theo’s soft, floppy body can lay across your lap or 
shoulders, and even sit-up beside you. The beads, fur, paw-pads, ears, eyes and nose 
all provide unique textures for tactile exploration. The hook and loop pocket in his 
tummy holds a pouch of ceramic beads that emits a gentle lavender aroma. Remove 
the pouch to heat in the microwave, or chill in the fridge, then replace, for soothing 
temperatures anyone can love! Ages 3+ 1
R-49595 $49.95

Includes removable hot/cold pack

NEW!NEW!



Exceptional Environments • Special Needs S1S
• Lifetime Abrasive Wear Warranty
• No Fault Edge Warranty

• Advanced Stain Protection
• KIDply® Backing

KIDSoft™ Branching Out Rug
These simple and beautiful carpets will soften 
up any room and make it feel just like home.

KIDSoft™ Tranquil Trees Rug
Happy little trees will be a fun and welcoming addition 
to any room or learning space

4' x 6' 6' x 9' 8' x 12'
 $149.95  $259.95  $439.95 
Blue CAR1054 CAR1056 CAR1058
Green CAR28754 CAR28756 CAR28758
Tan CAR23754 CAR23756 CAR23758

4' x 6' 6' x 9' 8' x 12'
$149.95  $259.95  $439.95 

Blue CAR1754 CAR1756 CAR1758
Green CAR33754 CAR33756 CAR33758
Tan CAR29754 CAR29756 CAR29758
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Get a Grip
This fun hand rug will help 
children calm down and be 
mindful, whether learning at 
home or at school. Introduce 
mindfulness to the classroom 
with this easy guided breathing 
technique. 
FC-CW1667 $32.99 

Figure Eight Snake
This cute snake will help 
students calm down and be 
mindful, whether learning at 
home or at school. Introduce 
mindfulness to the classroom 
with this easy guided breath-
ing technique.
FC-CW1669 $32.99 

Preteen
181⁄2" seat height            

$84.99 
KD-588  Gray   
KD-589  Dark Blue   
KD-598  Black
KD-602  Orange

Toddler
10" seat height

$46.99 
KD-591  Red
KD-592 Blue
KD-594  Green
                  

Preschool
12" seat height

$54.99 
KD-121  Red
KD-122  Blue
KD-124  Green
KD-127  Orange

Kids
14" seat height

$64.99 
KD-112  Red   
KD-113  Blue
KD-115  Green
KD-601  Orange

Junior
16" seat height

$74.99 
KD-612  Red   
KD-613  Blue
KD-614  Green
KD-615  Orange

Kore Design® Wobble Chair
Designed with a gently rounded bottom, the innovative Wobble 
Chair allows one’s knee’s, hips and back to find comfortable and 
ever-changing positions, unlike regular chairs. Ideal for children 
with ADD or ADHD as it provides an outlet for restlessness and extra 
energy! Lifetime warranty. 11" seat diameter. Made in the USA.

Now with
Antimicrobial 

Protection!
Safe for Children, 

FDA Approved

Active  
Sitting enables 
and increases 

Secondary 
Focus!

More Colors 
Available–Call for 

Information

You Are the Star
Give each child his or her own 
space with this educational 
carpet that reminds them 
they are stars! Take outside 
or inside for a soft place to sit 
and learn. Introduce mindful 
practices and help students 
cool down by allowing them to 
trace the outline of the star. 
FC-CW1666 $32.99 

Take a Break
Bring a modern vibe to your 
classroom, with this black 
and white educational carpet. 
Whether in time out or just 
taking a break, this rug will al-
low children to take a moment 
to calm down. 
FC-CW1668 $32.99 

Mindfulness Interactive Carpets
Perfect for classroom or small group learning and calming activities. Machine washable for easy care and treated with Force 5 animicrobial properties.  

30" x 30". Made in USA.
ALL

NEW!
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Bouncyband® Wiggle Seat 
Sensory Cushion in Fun Shapes
Unique child-friendly seats offer the advantages of 
a traditional Wiggle Seat, but with a lot more fun! 
Flexible nubs on one side or smaller bumps on the 
other for just the right amount of tactile stimulation. 
Firmness can be customized with the easy-inflation 
pump (included) to contour exactly to each child’s 
needs. Approx. 13".   $24.99 Each

BBAWSSMOGR Mint Monster
BBAWSSFLRE Rose Flower
BBAWSSBAOR Orange Basketball 
BBAWSSBUPU Purple Butterfly

 45cm 55cm 65cm
 $21.99 $22.99 $24.99
Blue BBAWBS45BU  BBAWBS55BU BBAWBS65BU
Mint  BBAWBS45GR BBAWBS55GR BBAWBS65GR
Dark Gray  BBAWBS45GY BBAWBS55GY BBAWBS65GY
Orange  BBAWBS45OR BBAWBS55OR BBAWBS65OR 
Purple  BBAWBS45PU BBAWBS55PU BBAWBS65PU 
Silver  BBAWBS45SI BBAWBS55SI BBAWBS65SI

 Little Big
 Wiggle Seat Wiggle Seat
 103⁄4". Ages 3–7 13". Ages 6–18
 $17.99 $19.99
Blue  BBAWS27BU BBAWS33BU
Mint  BBAWS27GR BBAWS33GR
Dark Gray  BBAWS27GY BBAWS33GY
Orange  BBAWS27OR BBAWS33OR
Purple  BBAWS27PU BBAWS33PU
Silver  BBAWS27SI BBAWS33SI

Portable Wiggle Seat NEW!     
$24.99 Each
BBAWSHABU   Blue
BBAWSHAGR   Green

Bouncyband® Wiggle 
Feet Sensory Cushion
Fidgeting with Wiggle Feet allows 
excess energy to be expelled 
while sitting at a desk, or in any 
chair helping achieve greater 
focus. Dual textured surfaces 
facilitate just the right amount 
of tactile stimulation. Firmness 
can be customized with the easy-
inflation pump (included). One 
size fits all: 12"L × 15"W × 21⁄2"H.
BBAWFBL $24.99

Bouncyband® Wiggle Seat Sensory Cushion
Specially designed cushions allow students to quietly move while working, enabling them to stay on task and be more 

productive. Flexible nubs on one side or smaller bumps on the other for just the right amount of tactile stimulation.  
Firmness can be customized with the easy-inflation pump (included) to contour exactly to each child’s needs.

Bouncyband® Balance Ball
No-Roll Weighted Seat
Weighted balance ball provides an outlet 
for excess energy, reduces fidgeting, and 
increases concentration. An original 
weighting feature prevents the ball  
from rolling, keeping it in place 
when not in use. Anti-burst,  
slip-resistant high quality material 
is latex-free. Includes pump,  
2 stoppers, and measuring tape.

Excellent for 
bilateral coordination, 

improving balance 
and stabilization

NEW!

Use on 
Chairs, Benches,  

or Directly  
on the Floor
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Bouncybands®
Wiggle While You Work!

Bouncybands discreetly soothe student anxiety, frustration, and hyperactivity, and help Active Learners fidget 
without distracting others. Made with heavy-duty rubber, Bouncybands stretch to fit Elementary School chairs 

with a distance of 13"–18", Middle/High School chairs 17"-24" between the chair legs,  
or desks that are 20"–28" wide. 100% latex free.

Bouncybands® for Chairs
 Elementary Middle/High School
 13"-17" wide 17"-24"wide
 $13.99 $14.99
Black  BBACEBK BBACMBK
Blue  BBACEBU BBACMBU

Bouncybands® for Desks
20"-28" wide.                    $14.99 Each
BBADKBK Black
BBADKBU Blue

Support pipes keep 
Bouncybands at 
the perfect height!

BBACEBK

BBADKBU

BBACMBK

Bouncybands®  
for Special Chairs
Unlike traditional Bouncybands which use 
tubes that surround standard metal chair 
legs, Bouncybands for Special Chairs fit on 
any chair. They wrap around enabling them 
to be used on wood, plastic, square and 
irregular shaped chair legs and tubular steel 
frame chairs.
BBABBSP   $19.99

Bilibo®
A rocking chair, a spinning top, a helmet, or a tunnel–children can create 
countless uses, both indoors and out! High-density polyethylene Bilibo  
is shock resistant, nontoxic, and 100% recyclable. Ages 2+
$29.99 Each
KO-00004 Blue
KO-00005 Green
KO-00008 Red
KO-00009 Yellow

Bouncyband 
Wiggle Wobble 
Chair Feet
Transforms a standard 
school chair into a 
Wobble Chair enabling 
kids to have an outlet for 
excess energy while 
working, alleviating 
anxiety, hyperactivity  
and boredom—
increasing focus.  
Set of 4.
BBAWWCF   $43.99

NEW!

NEW!

Kore Design®  
Floor Wobbler®  

Sitting Disc
Unique disc allows children to sit comfortably on 
the floor and remain active in one spot, providing 

an outlet for children with high energy as well 
as sensory seating for ADD, ADHD or Autism. 
Gently-rounded base has a patented anti-tip 

ring to prevent tip-overs. A generous amount of 
space around the rim prevents hand pinches. Max 

weight 250 lbs. Lifetime warranty. 19" diameter, 
2.6" sitting height. Made in the USA.

$43.99 Each 
KD-4200 Red
KD-4201 Blue
KD-4204 Navy

KD-4205 Black
KD-4206 Gray
KD-4208 Orange

Ideal for  
flexible seating 

classrooms  
& group 

activities!
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Giant Activity Rings
Use these high quality rings indoors or outdoors for a range of individual 
and group activities. Roll them, sort them by color and size, sort materials 
inside them, throw bean bags into them, and more. Made from high-
quality HDPE plastic with a textured surface. Sizes are color coded for easy 
recognition. Set of 9 rings includes 3 small, 3 medium, and 3 large. Ages 1+
PDREA-69 $69.99

Step-a-Forest™ Set
An excellent balance unit to coordinate children’s gross motor, balance and 
muscle development control. Each shape is made of durable plastic with soft, 
non-slip surface texture that allows children to safely experience balance and 
gain their confidence. Set includes 6 stumps, 10 trails, 6 leaves, and 2 nylon 
carry bags. Ages 18 months+
CTU63092 $299.99

Alphabet Stones
Make learning the alphabet a kinesthetic 
experience with nature themed sensory 
floor stickers! Children can sing the al-
phabet song as they hop from stone to 
stone. Includes 26 multi-sensory floor 

stickers. Ages 3+
JRL625   $39.99

Number Footprints
Make numbers and counting a kinesthetic 
learning experience with dinosaur themed 
multi-sensory floor stickers! Kids will love 

playing the “number stomp” game—call out 
a number or simple equation and students 
“stomp” on the answer. Includes numbers 

1–20. Grades PreK+
JRL626   $29.99

Balancing Path
Set of 28 detachable, high density plastic pieces in 6 col-
ors can be used to construct a variety of balance paths. 
Includes 12 straight, 12 curved and 4 connector pieces 
with a non-slip surface. Straight and curved path pieces 
measure 111⁄2"L x 41⁄2"W x 4"H. Top surface is 2"W.
CTU63702    $179.99
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“Find Me” Tunnel
Fantastic 6-foot tunnel encourages  
active play or provides a unique 
hideaway! Features sturdy, hardened, 
spring-steel construction and interior 
padding for safety and comfort. Easy 
cleaning with a damp cloth and mild 
soap. Collapses flat for easy storage. 
6'L x 19" diameter.
PPT20409 $46.99

Scooters  
with Handles
Plastic scooters with handles and 
non-marring plastic swivel casters. 
Wide 12" x 12" base. Set of 6 includes 
red, blue, green, yellow, orange  
and purple.
CHSPGHSET    $139.35

Fold & Go Trampoline
Encourage kids to exercise indoors or out. Features an easy-grip handle 
and padded cover around the mat to prevent kids from stepping 
through. Folds for easy storage. Holds 1 child up to 150 lbs. 36" diameter. 
Ages 3+
OTC59609 $99.99

WonderFoam® 
Hop Scotch Mat
Kids have fun while learning numbers! 
Large, easy-to-handle (12" x 12") foam 
pieces interlock. Bright colors for visual 
stimulation. Includes 4 place markers, 
zippered storage bag with handle.  
25 pieces.
DIXPAC4384 $33.43

Teeter Popper™
Whether they rock it, roll it, sit in it or stand…
kids want to move with Teeter Popper! Pleasant 
popping sound rewards movement. Teeter 
Popper stimulates senses and improves core 
strength, stability, balance, coordination and 
gross-motor skills. Weight limit 110 lbs.  
28"L x 111⁄2"W x 71⁄2"D. Ages 3+
FBT0952 $36.95

Suction Cups  
Pop As You  

Wobble, Tilt  
and Twirl!

Set of 6!
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 Product Safety See inSide front cover

Sensory Discs
Captivating, soothing tactile and visual 
sensory experiences for early learners 
or those with special needs are deliv-
ered with these 5" diameter Sensory 
Discs. Also perfect for fidgety students, 
these discs are made for touching, 
squeezing, exploring and observing! 
Set includes 1 each of all 5. Ages 5+  1 
ELP866300 $29.99

ELP866300

Hidden Stuff 
3-Pack

ELP866305 
 1   $19.99

Scaly Stuff 3-Pack
ELP866301  1  $19.99

Squishy Stuff 3-Pack
ELP866302  1  $19.99

Squeezy Stuff 3-Pack
ELP866303   1  $19.99

Fuzzy Stuff 3-Pack
ELP866304  1 $19.99

Kinetic Sand™
Sand in MOTION
Kinetic Sand is a patented formula of 98% 
pure sand and 2% binding agent that allows 
the sand to move and flow like wet beach 
sand or lava! The sand is easy to shape into 
simple designs and it never dries out so you 
can dig again and again. Ages 3+  1 
WAB150101 1 kg./2.2 lbs. $17.99
WAB150301 2.5 kg./5.5 lbs. $29.49
WAB150201 5 kg./11 lbs. $51.49

Mad Mattr®
This super-soft building compound easily molds and sculpts into any shape you 
like, with a texture that is incredibly smooth to the touch! Not only is Mad Mattr® 
perfect for relaxing and calming, but it’s also great for strengthening fingers, 
hands, wrists and more. Unique, non-toxic formula is gluten-, casein- and wheat-
free. 10 oz. Ages 3+   1 $12.99 Each
WAB210300  Red
WAB210400  Pink
WAB210500  Purple

WAB210600  Blue
WAB210700  Green
WAB210800  Teal

Mad Mattr® Classroom Activity Pack
Create fun and educational Mad Mattr® activities! Set includes 30 oz. of Mad Mattr®, 
6 Ultimate Brick Makers, 12 extruders, and 2 safe cutting tools. Ages 3+  1
WAB240001 $59.99

The Greatest 
Mattr in the 

Universe!

Super fun  
activity for  

small groups!

Sandtastik® Therapy Play Sand
Clean, coarse Sandtastik® Therapy Play Sand for therapy 
professionals, sand trays, sand & water tables, sensory activity 
tables and more. Watch as kids create a world full of wonder 
and meaning with play therapy toys while developing fine mo-
tor skills, intellect, visualization and social conduct. Made from 
soft, feldspar rock and crushed to a granular size range of 0.3 
to 0.85mm. Weight 25 lbs.
SNDTHERAPY25 $24.95 
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ChildBrite™ See-All  
Sand & Water Activity Center
A space saver that allows great visibility for all your 
sand and water activities. Super 9"D clear plastic tub 
with drain plug rolls in or outdoors on four 3" locking 
casters. Includes 2 snap-on caddies, Mega-Tray, and 
white plastic lid. 21"L x 21"W x 25"H. Weight 30 lbs.
MANS17924     $255.95 
Specify frame color choice when ordering.

Blue

Chocolate Sandstone

Frame  
available in

3 colors!

ChildBrite™ 
All-In-One  
Sand & Water Center
Hassel free, no tub to remove! 
One piece construction with 5" 
deep tub. Made of tough high-
impact resin, easy to clean, easy 
to drain (Super Drain Plug 
included). Indoor or outdoor 
use. Includes white plastic lid. 
28"L x 211⁄4"W x 8"H.
MANS88008      $175.95 
Specify color choice 
when ordering.

Blue

Chocolate Sandstone

ChildBrite™ Deluxe  
Sand & Water Activity Center
Clear liner allows unobstructed view of sensory activities. Moisture-resistant 
high impact resin table can be used indoors or outdoors. Models  
MANS9424DCRFL and MANS9424DDP offer plenty of storage space below.  
All include white plastic lid and four 3" locking casters. 46"L x 21"W x 24"H.
MANS9424DNS  $354.95 
MANS9424DCRFL w/ Lower 6"D Red Liner  $407.95 
MANS9424DDP w/ 2 Lower 4"D Drip Pans $430.95 
Specify frame color choice when ordering.

Red Blue Green

Chocolate Sandstone

MANS9424DDP

MANS9424DNS

MANS9424DCRFL Frame  
available in

5 colors!

Stackable Sand  
& Water Trays
These stackable sand and 
water trays are ideal for 
early childhood centers 
and classrooms with lim-
ited space. Trays measure 
1911⁄16"W x 279⁄16"L x 6"H. 
Set of 4.
CTU66094     $119.99

Kidfetti
A great sensory alternative to sand, oat-
meal, or rice! Add water and watch the 
Kidfetti float! Non-allergenic polypropyl-
ene plastic pellets are safe for children 
ages 3 and up. Approx. 10 lb. bag.  
Small Sensory Table sold separately. 
2-year warranty.  1 
CF-910059 Multi-Colored $51.75
CF-910062 Sand-Colored $51.75  
CF-1130  Small Sensory Table, 18"H   
  $94.60 
CF-1132  Small Sensory Table with Lid  
  $123.91 

CF-910059 CF-910062

Floats  
in Water!

ChildBrite™ Double Mite  
Activity Center
Made tough and moisture resistant–great 
for indoor or outdoor use! Table includes 
two 9"D clear tubs with drain plug, four 
2" locking casters, 2 white plastic lids and 
2 snap-on caddies. 46"L x 21"W x 24"H. 
Weight 43 lbs.
MANS10744    $339.95 
Specify frame color choice when ordering.

Red Blue Green

Chocolate Sandstone

Frame  
available in

5 colors!
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 Product Safety See inSide front cover

Sensory  
Reflective Balls
Shiny mirror surface provides 
a distorted fish-eye lens 
reflection which is fascinating 
for children to observe. Made 
from hard wearing stainless 
steel, these beautiful, smooth 
tactile balls are robustly  
constructed yet lightweight. 
Balls measure 21⁄4", 3", 4",  
and 6" diameter. Set of 4.  
Ages Birth+
CTU9322-72201  $44.99

Mystery Sensory Balls
These reflective mirror balls look identical, but 
have individual characteristics. Some wobble 
when rolled, or turn and won't roll in a straight 
line, some feel funny when spun or shaken and 
others make different shaker or rattle sounds. 
Smooth, lightweight balls are constructed from 
hard wearing stainless steel. 4" diameter. Set of 
6. Ages Birth+
CTU9323-72203 $79.99

Sensory Reflective Sound Balls
Reflective mirror balls in 7 different sizes. Each stain-
less steel ball contains different contents that produce 
a different sound when shaken or different movement
when rolled. Lightweight, smooth and durable. Sizes 
range from 2"–4" diameter. Ages Birth+
CTU72205 $69.99

Hear…

Feel…

See…

TickiT® Buttons
Giant buttons have a pleasingly rounded discus shape with seamless edges and slightly flattened surfaces for balancing and stacking. 

Graduated in 7 sizes, they are lightweight, smooth and compellingly tactile to handle. Each set includes the following sizes: 
1.9", 2.6", 3.2", 3.75", 4.3", 4.9", and 5.5" diameter. Ages Birth+

Sensory Silver 
Reflective  
Buttons
Stainless steel buttons 
feature a polished  
mirror surface providing 
a slightly curved and 
distorted reflection. 
CTU72217 $64.99

Rainbow Buttons
Beautiful wooden buttons in 
the seven colors of the rain-
bow for open-ended play.
CTU73422 $59.99

Natural  
Buttons
Natural wooden 
buttons for balanc-
ing, stacking, and 
improving hand-eye 
coordination. 
CTU73424 $54.99

Blindfolds 
Excellent for all types of 
sensory activities, commu-
nication skills and collab-
orative play! Elastic straps 
at the rear ensure one size 
fits all. Double layered for a 
complete blackout.  
Set of 6. Ages 3+
CTU73972 $23.99

Sensory Flashing Balls
Bounce the balls and watch them light up! Balls con-
tain  4 different visual effects on their surfaces and 
flashing, multi-colored LED lights when bounced. 
Includes 4 semi-transparent plastic balls in blue, 
pink, yellow and clear. 3.9" diameter. Ages 3+  
$24.99 Each
CTU72207 3.9" dia. Set of 4 in blue, pink, yellow, 
and clear
CTU72209 3.1" dia. Set of 4 irregular balls that 
have uneven surfaces to make the balls deflect at 
unexpected angles when they hit the floor. Includes 
blue, pink, yellow, and green

NEW!

Discovery Balls
Contains 9 pairs of differently tactile colorful blls in a 
black feely bag. Ideal for child-led learning activities 
and can be used in a variety of ways: learning color 
names, counting in twos; describing textures visualy 
or by touch; sorting and matching, and more! The 
bag has a soft, velvet touch finish with fold over top 
and is machine washable. Includes activity guide. 
Ages 1+
CTU72447   $59.99

NEW!
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Gyrobi
The gyroscope inspired fidget that twists, spins and 
rotates! Spin the colorful plastic rings in fascinating 
ways with the touch of a finger. Ages 5+
TPG860  $4.99

Loopeez
Endlessly flip the colored plastic pieces around the 
dual axes of the rings. The colored curved pieces are 
molded to fit perfectly in one hand or two. Ages 5+
TPG861  $4.99

Slide the marble back  
and forth to soothe fidgety fingers 

and restless minds.

Sensory Genius
Sensory Genius products allow busy hands to be productively active so the mind can focus. These gratifying 

activities incorporate soothing textures and satisfying motions. They are quiet and calming–engaging and fun. 
Welcomed in classrooms, Sensory Genius provides a way to channel excess energy in a nondisruptive way. 

Ages 5+

Sensy Band™
Soothing textured silicone band is easy 
to “slap” on and take off and adjusts to 
any wrist size. When not worn, Sensy 
Band is fun and satisfying to bend 
and curl. The soft silicone bristles are 
irresistible to the touch.
MWA13785006 $5.95

Stress Balls 
Squeeze your stress away 
with these lightweight balls 
with three levels of resis-
tance: firm, soft and squishy. 
Set of 3.
MWA13785009 $9.95

 Product Safety See inSide front cover

Super smooth 
and squishy!

Sqwooz™
The squishy, squashy way to relieve 
stress and eliminate excess en-
ergy! This super pliable ball is easy 
to squeeze and stretch—yet it always 
returns to its original shape. Free of 
BPAs and phthalates.
MWA13785010    $4.95

Classic Boinks® Fidgets®
EPBF3P  Pack of 3  $5.99
EPBFT20  Pack of 20  $39.99

Glitzy Boinks® Fidgets®
EPBGF3P  Pack of 3  $5.99

Super Boinks® Fidgets®
EPBSF2P Pack of 2 $5.99
EPBSF10P Pack of 10 $29.99

Swingos 
The fidget toy that spins and rotates! Sized for easy 
gripping and fine motor practice. Assorted colors. 
Ages 5+
TPG868 $5.99

Boinks® Fidgets®
Fidgety fingers slide the marble back and forth in this tight tube of fabric to soothe  

anxiety and stress. Fidgets® can ease the symptoms of generalized anxiety disorder,  
ADD, ADHD, obsessive-compulsive disorder, dementia and autism.  

Classic and Glitzy Fidgets are 3"L, Super Fidgets are 5"L.  1 

Bouncyband® Foot Roller
Silently enables fidgeting and the release of excess 
energy while sitting or standing alleviating anxiety 
and increasing focus.
BBAFDFR $19.99

NEW!

Bouncyband® Fidget Phone
Enables kids and adults to fidget receiving sensory 
satisfaction as the silent click sensation provides 
a gratifying tension release, relieving anxiety and 
improving concentration. Latex free, safety tested. 
21⁄2" x 51⁄2".
BBAFDFP $7.99

NEW!
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Surfloor Sensory Floor Liquid Tiles
These mats come in 6 bright cosmic liquid colors that move with every step, jump, 
dance, or hop. The bold contrasting and changing color patterns of the tiles will 
stimulate sensory and perceptual development while being mesmerizing fun. 
Leak proof, filled with non-toxic liquid. Anti-slip foam layer on back side. 20" x 20".
$44.95 Each
SPN5350BL   Blue
SPN5350GR  Green
SPN5350PU  Purple

SPN5350OR  Orange
SPN5350PK  Pink
SPN5350RD  Red

SPN5350-6  Variety Pack. Includes 1 of each color $239.99

Body Therapy Collection
Features durable, high quality fabric which is also super soft to the touch. The 
cover is removable and fully machine washable. The inner pouch is available in 
unscented and amazing flax seed and aromatherapy blend. Made in USA.

Lap Pad
8" x 24", 5 lbs.

SHZ82082   $38.95
Fidget Pillow

4" x 10", 3⁄4 lbs.
SHZ82052   $16.95

Navy
(N)

Teal
(T)

Charcoal
(C)

Purple
(P)

Lavendar
(L)

Color Choices:

Weighted Blanket Therapy
Made with Bamboo fabric which is 40% more absorbent than the finest cotton, 
wicking moisture away from the body keeping the user dry, comfortable and 
cool. Filled with non toxic Glass Beads. They can provide the feeling of comfort, 
safety and security allowing the body to fully rest. The weight is evenly distributed 
throughout the blanket through the use of small sewn pockets to ensure consis-
tent, even pressure over the entire blanket surface.
SHZ82360   5 lb. Blanket with Cover $99.95
SHZ82370   10 lb. Blanket with Cover $149.95

Navy & 
Charcoal

(NC)

Teal
(T)

Silver
(S)

White
(W)

Color Choices:

ALL
NEW!

ALL
NEW!

Therapy Pad
8" x 12", 3 lbs.

SHZ82072   $24.95
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Pressure Vest
Openings on two sides and two shoulders 
help fit the user into the vest.
EVZ0006 XXS. 12" x 20", Blue $56.95
EVZ0001 XS. 14" x 24", Red $59.95
EVZ0002 S. 17" x 30", Blue $68.95
EVZ0003 M. 20" x 36", Green $78.95
EVZ0004 L. 23" x 42", Black $93.95
EVZ0005 XL. 26" x 48", Grey $99.95

Weighted Vest
Designed to allow the therapist or caregiver to tailor 
the distribution and amount of weight for the user, 
carried by the 8 internal pockets along the front, back 
and sides. Openings on two shoulders allow adjust-
ments for users of different heights and body sizes.  
EVZ0023 XS. 2 lbs. 24"W x 12"-16"L, Red $71.95
EVZ0019 S. 3 lbs. 30"W x 15"-20"L, Blue $89.00
EVZ0020 M. 4 lbs. 34"W x 17"-22"L, Green $99.95
EVZ0021 L. 6 lbs. 39"W x 19"-24"L, Black $115.95
EVZ0022 XL. 8 lbs. 44"W x 22"-27"L, Grey $126.95
Weight Set for Weighted Vest
EVZ0017 4 lbs. 8 pieces x 1⁄2 lb. $33.00
EVZ0018 4 lbs. 16 pieces x 1⁄4 lb. $49.00

Sensory Vest
Openings on two sides and two shoulders 
help fit the user into the vest.
EVZ0036 Toddler S. Blue $56.95
EVZ0037 Toddler M. Green $57.95
EVZ0038 Toddler L. Black $67.95
EVZ0039 Child S. Blue $70.95
EVZ0040 Child M. Green $72.95
EVZ0041 Child L. Black $89.95
EVZ0042 Adult M. Green $100.95
EVZ0043 Adult L. Black $104.95

Sensory Shorts
Openings on two sides and on the 
front side allow user to fit into the 
shorts without assistance.
EVZ0046 Toddler S. Blue $33.00
EVZ0047 Toddler M. Green $37.00
EVZ0048 Toddler L. Black $42.00
EVZ0049 Child S. Blue $46.00
EVZ0050 Child M. Green $53.00
EVZ0051 Child L. Black $58.00
EVZ0052 Adult S. Blue $61.00
EVZ0053 Adult M. Green $65.00
EVZ0054 Adult L. Black $69.00
EVZ0055 Adult XL. Grey $72.00
EVZ0056 Adult XXL. Black $85.00

Fleece Bell Ball
The fleece material is soft to the touch and helps 
settle down the child. There are bells sewn on the 
inside, which makes sound that grabs the child’s 
attention.
EVZ0255 131⁄2" $55.00
EVZ0256 6" $30.75

Weighted Blanket
Deep touch pressure for enhanced proprioceptive input and stability that helps in 
organizing a child’s sensory system. Narrow weight channels are sewn diagonally 
across the blanket and hold weights in place while evenly distributing within the 
channel. Pulling/adjusting rod for weights is included. Weights sold separately. 
EVZ0025 S. 3' x 4', Blue $111.95
EVZ0026 M. 4' x 6', Green $210.95
EVZ0032 L. 4' x 8', Black $275.95
Weight Pack for Blanket
EVZ0027 S. 5 lbs. $66.00
EVZ0028 S. 6 lbs. $70.00
EVZ0029 S. 7 lbs. $72.00
EVZ0030 M. 6 lbs. $114.00
EVZ0031 M. 8 lbs. $129.00
EVZ0033 L. 15 lbs. $160.00

Weighted Lap Pad
Enhanced proprioceptive input that helps a child to calm and organize. Functions 
similarly to a weighted blanket but is more appropriately sized for seated activi-
ties. Features a design that lets easy adjustment of weight when desired amount 
of weight is added to the 4 weight channels. Weights sold separately.
EVZ0007 S. 14" x 10", Blue $26.95
EVZ0008 M. 18" x 10", Green $34.95
EVZ0009 L. 24" x 10", Black $41.00
Weight Pack for Lap Pad
EVZ0010 S. 2 lbs. $37.00
EVZ0011 S. 3 lbs. $41.00
EVZ0012 M. 3 lbs. $44.00
EVZ0013 M. 4 lbs. $50.00
EVZ0014 M. 6 lbs. $61.00
EVZ0015 L. 8 lbs. $68.00

Leg/Wrist Weight
EVZ0035 1 lb., pair $25.00
EVZ0045 1⁄2 lb., pair $24.00
EVZ0044 2 lbs., pair $29.00

The Pressure and Sensory Vests and Shorts are made from perforated Neoprene and can provide deep 
pressure to the body evenly which can improve body awareness, attention and focus, and can help reduce 
response to stimuli. The breathable, latex-free material also helps the wearer maintain a comfortable body 

temperature. Handwash recommended but machine washable. 
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manimo®
The Weighted Animal that Promotes Calmness & Concentration

Soft, weighted animals are an excellent sensory tool that can benefit all children. These comforting companions help children remain attentive in class, focus during 
homework, alleviate excess energy or provide the necessary calmness for nap or bedtime. The Lizard, Frog, and Snake are made of sparkly Lycra® for visual stimulation. 

Ages 3+  1 

Moon Ball
These stress balls have an awesome 
texture and make a great fidget toy!  
Extra tough and durable. Hand-wash-
able. Assorted colors. Ages 3+ 
$7.95 Each
MNO0906   Full Moon Ball
MNO0907   Half Moon Ball

 Product Safety See inSide front cover

Turtle
This weighted turtle is the first ever 2 in 1 manimo! The body 
and shell can be placed on different areas of the body, for 
an all-around comforting experience. 
MNO3011-1    $59.95

Lizard
Place around the neck or on thighs. 
The large paws envelop the child, 
providing a sense of comfort and 
security. 4.4 lbs. $52.95 Each
MNO01851   Blue   
MNO01852   Green
MNO01856   Silver 

Frog
Place on thighs or chest while the 
child is in a prone or semi-seated 
position. 5.5 lbs.                  $52.95 Each
MNO01981   Blue    
MNO01982   Green
MNO01986   Silver

Snake
Place around the neck and on the 
shoulders. It wraps and twists delight-
ing both young and old. 3.3 lbs. 
$47.95 Each
MNO022221   Blue  
MNO022222   Green
MNO022226   Silver

Dolphin
Molds perfectly to the contour of the 
hips or comfortably embraces the 
neck. Velvety fabric is pleasant to the 
touch. 
MNO20331M  Purple, 2.2 lbs. $47.95
MNO20332B   Blue, 4.4 lbs. $52.95

Cat & Dog
The feeling of heaviness contributes to the user’s regulation 
of the central nervous system. Ultra-soft velvet retains heat.
 2.2 lbs. 4.4 lbs.
 $49.95 $59.95
Cat MNO3012-1 MNO3012-2
Dog MNO3013-1 MNO3013-2

2 in 1
manimo!

ALL
NEW!

Plush Therapy Animals with Removable Pouch
Great on Lap or Shoulders!

These animals offer the added convenience of a removable inner pouch which can be taken out easily so the outer plush shell can be washed. This also allows the 
animals to be used with an unscented pouch or the original Aromatherapy blend.

Drooper Dog
SHZ20434   41⁄2 lbs. 19"   $37.95
SHZ20432   13⁄4 lbs. 10"   $24.95

Scruffy Dog Collar
21⁄2 lbs. 20"

SHZ20402   $34.95

Scruffy Cat Collar
21⁄2 lbs. 19"

SHZ20403      $34.95

Black Bear
5 lbs. 

SHZ20440   20"   $39.95
SHZ20441   10"   $24.95

Unicorn
41⁄2 lbs. 

SHZ20443   18"   $39.95
SHZ20444   10"   $25.95

Unicorn Collar
21⁄2 lbs. 20"

SHZ20445   $34.95

ALL
NEW!
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Senseez® Adaptables
These unique 3-in-1 therapeutic pillows 
have adjustable, removable hot/cold, 
weighted, and vibrating packs. These 
calming cushions are perfect for finding 
"just right" sensations. Includes multi-
speed, USB rechargeable vibe unit. 
17"L x 61⁄2" diameter. Ages 4+ 
$59.99 Each
SSZ58780   Flower                   
SSZ58773   Camo

Senseez® Trendables  
Calming Pillows
Designed for bigger kids of all ages, these pillows help calm the body and focus 
the mind using vibrations to soothe. Perfect for relaxation, calming anxiety, im-
proving studies and just hanging out. Requires 2 “AA” batteries, not included.  
17" x 13". Ages 6+      $39.99 Each
SSZ90408 Flannel
SSZ90415 Hoodie

Senseez®  
Original Vinyl Cushions
Colorful, lightweight, vibrating cushions offer 
a gentle sensation when they are squeezed or 
sat on, relaxing, calming or soothing the body. 
While they’re great for any kids with energy, 
these cushions are ideal for children with 
autism, ADHD, or sensory processing disorder. 
Requires 2 “AA” batteries, not included.  
10" x 10". Ages 3+  $29.99 Each 
SSZ25869 Blue Square 
SSZ58704 Orange Circle
SSZ58735 Red Octagon
SSZ90422 Soccer Ball

 Vibe Massager Hot/Cold Pack
 3" x 51⁄2"  6" x 8"
Lil Cow SSZ90460 SSZ33826 
Lil Turtle SSZ90461 SSZ33833 
Lil Jelly SSZ33837 SSZ33840

Senseez® Touchables Cushions
Vibrating cushions offer a gentle sensation when they are squeezed or sat 
on, relaxing, calming or soothing the body. Textured coverings offer an extra 
tactile sensation, plus tails and tentacles are an added fidget for restless 
hands. Requires 2 “AA” batteries, not included. 91⁄2" x 91⁄2". Ages 3+ 
$29.99 Each
SSZ58728 Furry Cow
SSZ58766 Bumpy Turtle
SSZ58759 Plushy Jelly

Senseez® 
Handheld Sensory Soothables
Relax sore muscles, ease aches and pains 
through vibration or a hot/cold pack in fun 
shapes with soft textures. Tails and tentacles 
are an added fidget for restless hands. Light-
weight and portable–perfect to relieve anxiety 
and stress on the go! Vibe Massagers require  
2 “AA” batteries, not included. Ages 3+   
  $12.99 Each

Designed 
for hugging, 
sitting, and  
squeezing!

3 in 1!
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Tactile Squeak Balls
Textured balls feature bright 
colors, fascinating contours 

and a little “squeak” for sensory 
learning. 31⁄2" to 41⁄2" diameter. 

Set of 6. Ages 1+
MTB820   $29.95

Sensory Shape Set
Large colorful tactile 3D 

shapes with a soft raised tex-
ture surface, ideal for sensory 

exploration and for young 
children to discover the 

characteristics of a sphere, 
pyramid and cube. Set of 3. 

Ages 1+
CTU74054     $24.99

dimpl™
This tactile, sensory-developing toy will entertain for 
hours on end! The brightly-colored pillows of silicone 
can be pushed in and out, over and over again, 
strengthening fine motor skills. Ages 6 months+
FBT192  $12.95

Smooth silicone 
bubbles in 

vibrant colors 
are irresistibly  

touchable!

Sensory Reflective Sound Buttons
Robustly constructed, mirrored discus-shaped but-
tons with flattened centers in silver, gold and color 
burst. Ideal for sensory exploration, they produce 
three different shaker sounds and their surfaces pro-
vide a fascinating fish-eye lens reflection. The buttons 
are lightweight, strong, non-porous, non-toxic and 
easy to clean. 2.6" diameter. Set of 3. Ages Birth+
CTU72257 $34.99

 Builders Shakers
20-piece set GD-8311 GD-8321 $49.95
30-piece set  GD-8312  GD-8322 $69.95

Grippies® 
Explore patterning, color and tactile matching with textured, magnetic blocks. Each set 
features 4 soft-touch matte textures in appealing bright colors, exaggerated for tactile  
and visual stimulation. Ages 11⁄2+

Sensory beads rattle 
their way down the 
magnetic rods for a 
uniquely soothing 
acoustic building 

experience!

dimpl duo™
Unique tablet is a tactile delight to touch, push, and 
pop! Embossed shapes on one side, smooth buttons 
labeled with color names in English and Braille on the 
other. BPA-free, buttons are made with food-grade 
silicone. Ages 1–4
FBT208-1 $24.95

Sensory Balls
Set of 6 eco-friendly natural rubber sensory balls, 100% made of natural rubber from hevea 
trees. Their especially soft natural material makes them very easy to grip and suitable for 
handling and biting by infants. Their different colors and textures enhance sensory stimula-
tion and contribute to the development of children's motor skills. Ages Birth+
MIN97314 $39.99

NEW!
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Tactile Search and Match
Nine different textures on oversized puzzle pieces and corresponding textures on the sturdy 
puzzle board promote matching and sensory activities. Toddlers practice classification and 
patterning skills with this engaging, tactile board game. 14"W x 12"D x 2"H. Ages 2+
GD-5077 $49.95

Tactile Matching Maze
Practice fine motor, problem solving and matching skills by rearranging circular pieces on 
the track to match the patterns of corresponding square blocks. Chunky, square puzzle 
pieces with textured centers can be rearranged to create new patterns for toddlers to  
follow. 15"W x 91⁄2"D x 2"H. Ages 3+
GD-5079 $39.95

Teachable Touchables®  
Texture Squares
Young learners build tactile awareness 
and vocabulary skills as they interact 
with these 20 texture squares (10 differ-
ent pairs) in a variety of activities. Each 
textured pillow or patch is 3" in size to 
fit perfectly in small hands. Stores in a 
handy drawstring bag. Ages 4+  1 
EI-3049 $29.99

Teaching Tac-Tiles™
Colorful, engaging 2" tiles with 
rich textures provide a great way 
to engage a child's senses  
and strengthen fine motor skills. 
Reach into the bag to find two 
matching shapes or textures only 
by touch, or follow the Activity 
Cards. Includes 20 pieces in 5 
shapes and 4 textures, and 
10 Activity Cards. Ages 3+  1
LER9075 $19.99 Product Safety See inSide front cover

SiliShapes® Sensory Circles
Textured circular disks made from ultra-
soft flexible silicone—5 large (93⁄4" dia.) and 
5 small (3" dia.). Children can distinguish 
the textures by placing the small circles 
into the “mystery bag” to describe or  
predict the pattern they are feeling. 
Linking the small and large sensory  
circles by touch is great fun too. 
Set of 10. Ages 3+  1 
CTU9230-54517    $67.49
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WonderFoam®  
Lacing Letters & Numbers
Durable, washable foam letters and numbers are great for 
developing fine motor skills, language and math activities. 
Raised surfaces promote tactile learning. 23⁄4"H. 40 pieces. 
Ages 3+
DIXPAC4466 $14.49

WonderFoam®  
Big Letters
Jumbo 4" tactile foam pieces are 
easy-to-handle for little hands. 
Set of 26 letters. Ages 3+
DIXPAC4397 $14.99

Tactile Sandpaper Letters & Numerals
Beginning readers and special needs students will benefit from the tactile  
experience of these letters and numbers. These 41⁄4" x 23⁄4" cards are covered with 
fine yellow sand and help students make the connection between the physical 
movement of forming letters and the actual letter shapes. Ages 5+ 
DD-210830   Uppercase Letters, 26 letters $16.99
DD-210829 Lowercase Letters, 26 letters plus two alternative
 forms of l and t. $16.99
DD-210828 Numerals 0-9 $14.99
DD-211211 Numerals 0-20. Cards measure up to 51⁄2" x 41⁄4" $21.99

Textured Touch and Trace Cards
Green dots show where to begin tracing and red 
dots indicate where to stop. Directional arrows 
teach correct formation. Easy-to-clean laminated 
surface. 41⁄4" x 51⁄2". Ages 4+ $15.99 Each
KE-846011 Uppercase Letters, 26 cards
KE-846012 Lowercase Letters, 26 cards
KE-846013 Numbers, 30 cards

Wikki Stix®  
Multi Sensory Resource
Wikki Stix provide a tactile and sensory experience, ideal for 
fine motor skills, kinesthetic learning, working with the visually 
impaired, as well as the entire autism spectrum. Kit includes 
144 Wikki Stix, 6 Activity Cards (including 2 face drawings for 
non-verbal expression of mood), Grid board for construc-
tion and structured learning, Therapy Bag Bonus Unit, and a 
36-page Resource Manual. Ages 3+  1 
WKX909 $19.95

Wikki Stix®
Learning Card Sets
Sticks with just fingertip pressure. No glue, easy to use! 
The tactile way to learn letter, number, and shape formation.  
Ages 3+  1 
WKX606 Alphabet Cards. 27 cards & 36 Wikki Stix $14.95
WKX608 Numbers & Counting Cards. 27 cards & 36 Wikki Stix $14.95
WKX705 Basic Shapes Cards. 10 cards, Idea Booklet, & 72 Wikki Stix $14.95
WKX803 48 Extra Wikki Stix® $7.25



Sensory Mood Light Table  
Ultra-strong, illuminated, plastic table with 16 different 
color settings provides 10 hours of light (with an 8-hour 
charge cycle) for inside use. Constructed with durable, 

sturdy plastic, this table is water-resistant and load-
tested to 176 lbs. Rechargeable. Manipulatives sold  

separately. 271⁄2" diameter x 153⁄4"H.  
Ages 3+  1 

CTU75557   $399.99 

Choose one  
of 16 colors or set 
to fade smoothly 
through them all!

Remote 
control 

included
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Sensory Liquid Sets
Crystal clear sensory liquid sets will captivate and fascinate and are an ideal resource  

for quiet focus, as well as inspiring curiosity, developing creative language and understanding 
simple scientific principles. Ages 3+ 

Sensory Rainbow Cascade
As colored liquid cascades to the bottom at varying 
speeds, the droplets may overlap creating a fascinating 
effect! 2" x 53⁄4" x 11⁄4". Set of 6. 
CTU9307-92100 $49.99

Small Sensory 
Bubble Set

Rectangular sensory liq-
uid pack with hourglass 
shaped internal cavity 

containing tiny colorful 
bubbles that float to the 
top. 21⁄2" x 13⁄4". Set of 4. 

CTU9301-92080 
$13.99

Sensory Ooze Tubes
Viscous jelly in vibrant colors slowly oozes and 
spirals to the bottom.
CTU9309-92106 Set of 3, 43⁄4" x 2" $44.99
CTU92094 Jumbo, 8" x 3"  $24.99

Bubbles float 
to the top!

CTU9309-92106

CTU92094

Sensory Blocks
Large rubberwood blocks in 4 shapes contain beads, 
transparent acrylic, colored sand and water/glitter 
filled pockets. The combination of smooth wood ex-
terior and the brightly colored sensory center makes a 
fascinating component for use with children of all ages. 
Rectangle measures 51⁄2" x 23⁄4" x 11⁄4". Set of 16. Ages 11⁄2+
CTU9365-73281 $94.99

 Product Safety See inSide front cover

Perception Semispheres
Unique sensory pieces feel smooth and soft to the 
touch, and come in eight translucent colors. Place  
a Semisphere on top of an object to magnify it 
4-5 times for an enlarged view in a different color. 
A wonderful tool for free sensory play or on  a light 
table. Each measures 2" in diameter. Set of 8. 
Ages Birth+
CTU9248-72602   $67.49
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Bumpy Bloks
Assorted colors. Set of 4. Chew Factor 2

CHDBPYBLOK-ASSTD4   $37.96

SpaceJet
Assorted colors. Set of 4. Chew Factor 2

CHDSPJET-ASSTD4   $37.96

Robotz
Assorted colors. Set of 4. Chew Factor 1

CHDROB-ASSTD4   $37.99

Fish
Assorted colors. Set of 4. Chew Factor 2

CHDFIS-ASSTD4   $37.96

Starfish
Assorted colors. Set of 4. Chew Factor 1

CHDSTFIS-ASSTD4   $37.99

Springz Bracelets
Regular. Assorted colors. Set of 7. 

Chew Factor 2
CHDSPR-ASSTD7   $46.48

Spiralz Bracelets
Junior/youth. Assorted colors. Set of 8. 

Chew Factor 1
CHDSPIZ-BRC-ASSTD8   $28.48

Spiralz Necklaces
Junior/youth. Assorted colors. Set of 4. 

Chew Factor 1
CHDSPIZ-NECK-ASSTD8   $30.38

Parachewer Bracelets
Assorted colors. Set of 4. Chew Factor 3

CHDPARACHWR-YTH-ASSTD4    Youth Size    $49.99
CHDPARACHWR-REG-ASSTD4 Regular Size   $49.99
CHDPARACHWR-YTH-REG-ASSTD4  Youth & Regular  
  $49.99

Multi Bracelet & 
Necklaces Pack
Springz (regular) brace-
lets in 4 assorted colors, 

Spiralz (junior) bracelets in 
4 assorted colors, Spiralz 

necklaces in 4 assorted col-
ors, Parachewer bracelets in 
6 assorted colors and sizes 

(youth & regular).  
Chew Factors 1, 2, 3

Everyday Chews
Assorted colors and styles. Set of 16. 

Chew Factors 1, 2
CHDEVERYDAY-ASSTD16   $151.85

CHDSPR-SPIZ-PARACHWR-ASSTD18   $129.99
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Strong Tubes
1⁄2' strong tubes.

3 assorted colors each 
on 8" navy clip on lanyards.  

Chew Factor 3
CHDBT-ASSTD3   $39.87

Strong Tubes
1⁄2' strong tubes.

3 assorted colors each 
on 16" black neck lanyards.  

Chew Factor 3
CHDBT-NECK-ASSTD3   $36.99

Zilla Tubes
2 tube Zilla with clip on and neck lanyard. 

Assorted colors. 4 pack.  
Chew Factor 3

CHDTUBEZIL-CLIP-NECK-ASSTD4   $51.25

Zilla Tubes Junior
2 tube Zilla Junior with clip on and neck lanyard. 

Assorted colors. 4 pack.  
Chew Factor 3

CHDTUBEZIL-JR-CLIP-NECK-ASSTD4   $39.86

Topper Zillas with Pencils
Assorted colors. Set of 4. Chew Factor 3

CHDTOPZIL-ASSTD-PCL4   $26.56

Chew Holders
CHDLY-STRNAV4  8" navy lanyard with 
universal chew strap. Set of 4     
 $29.99
CHDLY-NECKSTRP4  16" black neck 
lanyard with universal chew strap. 
Set of 4    $26.56
CHDLY-STRNAV3NECKSTRP3  
Set of three 8" navy and three 16" black 
neck with 3 chew straps    $42.69

B-Buddy
Smooth and textured.  

Assorted colors. Set of 4. 
Chew Factor 1, 2

CHDB-BUDDY-ASSTD4   $30.36

Buds
Assorted colors. Set of 4. Chew Factor 2

CHDBUD-ASSTD4   $37.96
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Ticonderoga® Tri-Write™ Pencils
Ergonomic, triangular yellow barrel. No. 2 lead and high-quality  
pink eraser. PMA Certified non-toxic. Pack of 12.
DIXX13856 $6.05

Finger Fitter Pencils
Jumbo triangular pencil with medium soft core. Made in USA. Pack of 12.
MUS5050T With Eraser $6.39
MUS5050 Without Eraser $5.39

TOT Jumbo Pencils
Jumbo 10mm round pencil with medium soft core. Made in USA. Pack of 12.
MUS500T With Eraser $5.49
MUS500 Without Eraser $4.69

 Ages 3–6 Ages 6–10 Ages 10+
 4"L 43⁄4"L 53⁄4"L
10 count pack MUSWS1004-10 MUSWS1005-10         — $5.99
72 count box MUSWS1004 MUSWS1005 MUSWS1006 $36.00

The Original PenAgain™
This unique product’s patented tripod design delivers a tension free writing 
experience that works for “lefties” and “righties”. The unusual, ergonomic 
design and fun colors will make your students want to pick up and write or 
doodle. Each PenAgain includes two refill cartridges. Pen body comes in 
assorted colors. Black ink. 
BAU00063 PenAgain, Pack of 3 $8.66
BAU00028 Ink Refills, Pack of 2 $1.97

PenAgain™ ErgoSof 
Special coating feels like soft silk! Includes 2 refills. Black ink.
BAU00021 Blue ErgoSof PenAgain $5.78
BAU00023 Red ErgoSof PenAgain $5.78

PenAgain™ Twist ‘n Write™ Pencil
Contains a thick #2 pencil lead – just twist the tip when you need more.  
Dual-action erasers on each arm. 
BAU00073 Pack of 2. Black & Purple $5.20
BAU00079 Tub of 48. Assorted Colors $131.71
BAU00078 Lead Refills, Pack of 5 $1.97 Twist ‘n Write™ Pencil

PenAgain™ ErgoSof

Write Size® Pencils
Pencils Made to Scale  
for Children’s Hands

Learning to write is easier and 
faster with the right size writing 

tools! Learn control and grip, and 
improve confidence and ability.

Better Control = 
Better Results!

Maped® Kidicut  
Spring-Assisted Safety Scissors 
Preschool safety scissors with spring assist function, 
designed for both left and right handed use. Safe on 
hair, skin and fabric – just cuts paper! 43⁄4". Ages 2+
MAP472110 Single $1.49
MAP472112 Class Set of 20 $27.80

Ticonderoga® Beginners® Pencils
The teacher’s favored choice for that important “first” No. 2 pencil.  
Large diameter: 13⁄32". Latex-free eraser. PMA Certified non-toxic. Pack of 12.
DIXX13308     With Eraser $8.84
DIXX13080     Without Eraser $8.32

Finger Fidgets™
MUSFIDGETS/4PK Pack of 4   $8.29
MUSFIDGETS   Tub of 36   $56.40

Ticonderoga® Laddie® Pencils 
Slightly oversized No. 2 intermediate pencil. Thick graphite core for a  
broad, smooth line. 11⁄32" diameter. PMA Certified non-toxic. Pack of 12.
DIXX13304     With Eraser $8.23
DIXX13040     Without Eraser $7.52

Snippy® Easy Spring Loop Scissors
Ideal for adults with special needs or children who are 
developing motor skills. The stainless steel blades are 
attached to a plastic handle. The flexible plastic loop 
springs open after a cutting motion. Designed for right 
or left handed use. 51⁄2" blunt tip.
HYGB661 $3.29
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Pacon® Multi-Sensory 
Handwriting Tablet
This unique paper helps teach 
handwriting through two 
senses—sight and touch. The 
raised blue headlines and red 
baselines help students stay 
within the guidelines. Features a 
5⁄8" ruling, 5⁄16" dotted midline and 
5⁄16" skip space. Conforms to both 
D’Nealian™ and Zaner-Bloser™ 
handwriting styles. 101⁄2" x 8".  
40 sheets. Grades K–1 
$6.39 Each
DIXP2470   Handwriting Paper 
DIXP2472   Picture Story Paper 

RediSpace® Notebook Filler Paper
Patented writing paper helps students write more 
neatly by using innovative cues for proper spacing 
and alignment of letters and numbers. 48 sheets.                
GGRRS48FP $5.99 

 Product Safety See inSide front cover

Stetro® Training Grips
Recommended for beginning writers by 
teachers everywhere! Assorted colors.  1
MPDST36 36 count $10.99
MPDST100 100 count $23.49

The Writing C.L.A.W.
Creates a true tripod grip to ensure 
correct finger position. Fits right or left 
hand. Latex free. Pack of 12.
TPG21112   Small. Grades PreK–K   
  $19.20
TPG21212   Medium. Grades K–6  
  $21.60

The Original Pencil Grip
Naturally places the hand of lefties and righties in the proper physiological posi-
tion for gripping. Latex free. Assorted colors. Pack of 12.  1
TPG11112     $24.50

Bumpy Grips
Soft gel grips are lightweight 
and slim for improved control. 
Provides excellent tactile feed-
back! Pack of 12.
TPG12012 $24.50

Grotto Grip® 
Patented pencil grasp trainer that not 
only decreases hand pain/fatigue and 
pencil pressure but also improves hand-
writing and trains the muscles of the 
hand to hold the pencil properly from 
the start. Made in the USA. Non-toxic 
and latex free. Assorted colors. 
GGRGG03 Pack of 3 $5.60
GGRGG12 Pack of 12 $21.55
GGRGG36 Pack of 36 $61.25

The Jumbo Pencil Grip
Same great design as The Original Pencil Grip – but 40% bigger! This jumbo  
version provides users with extended comfort and support up to the second 
knuckle. Suitable for both right handed and left handed users. Pack of 12.
TPG11412 $37.99

Tri-Grip Tongs
These 3-prong tongs feature intuitive finger placement that gets 
kids ready to hold a pencil, write, and more. Includes 6 tongs in  
6 bright colors. Ages 3+
LER2964 $14.99

Gator Grabber Tweezers™
Sized for even smaller hands and great for 
developing the pincer grasp—the key to fine 
motor skills! Includes 12 adorable tweezers 
(in 6 colors) in resealable bucket with handle. 
Measure 4"L. Ages 2+
LER2963   $12.99

Jumbo Tweezers
These colorful 6" tweezers 
feature ergonomic depres-
sions to guide a proper 
pincer-grasp grip. A perfect 
skill-building resource for 
teachers, specialists and 
occupational therapists.  
Set of 12 tweezers includes 
activity guide. Ages 5+ 
LER1963 $12.99

Raised  
Headlines & 
Baselines!
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Magna Tablet
Children produce satisfying 

clicks as they drag the power-
ful, magnetic pen across the 

grid surface to create geomet-
ric shapes, animals, letters, 

vehicles and more. 12"W x 10"H. 
Ages 3+

GD-99970   $24.95

Steggy the Fine Motor Dino
Build three skills at once with this friendly dino, who introduces kids to 
new colors and numbers as they build hand strength, pincer grasp, and 
other fine motor essentials. Includes 10 numbered scales with indents 
for two-finger pincer grasp. Scales store inside! Ages 11⁄2+
LER9091 $14.99

NEW!

Max The Fine Motor Moose
Kids build hand strength, hand-eye coordination, and 
other fine motor essentials as they place and remove 
rings on this mighty moose’s 4 antlers. Includes  
12 rings in 4 colors, 2 sizes, and multiple textures. 
Ages 11⁄2+
LER9092 $14.99

Huey The Fine Motor Hippo
Helps kids build three skills at once, introducing 
them to new colors and numbers as they build hand 
strength, twister grasp, and other fine motor essen-
tials. Includes 5 twistable numbered birds that store 
inside. Henry measures 81⁄2"W x 51⁄2"L x 4"H. Ages 11⁄2+ 
Available March 2021
LER9108 $14.99

Finn the Fine Motor Fish
This colorful fish comes with 12 pinchable, pullable 
scales, whose indented surfaces make it easy for kids 
to build their pincer grasp, hand strength, and other 
whole-hand essentials of fine motor skills develop-
ment. The scales also introduce kids to early color 
matching skills. Pop and pull the scales, sort them into 
warm and cool colors, and more. Ages 11⁄2+
LER9093 $14.99

Fine Motor Peacock Pals
Kids build hand strength, coordination, and other fine motor essentials as they explore the 
peacocks' colors and numbers through matching and sorting play. Includes 5 peacocks and 
25 feathers in 5 vibrant colors. Ages 11⁄2+
LER9095     $39.99

Magnatab®
Designed with the Montessori learning style in mind, creating a sensory-

based learning experience. Using the magnetic stylus, children follow the 
arrows to pull the beads up to the surface to make letters (or numbers 

and shapes). The beads are magically “erased” when pushed down by the 
tip of a finger or the swipe of the side of the stylus. Tablet features easy 

storage for the magnetic stylus. Grades PreK+  1 
KO-10609   Uppercase   $24.99
KO-10610   Lowercase   $24.99

KO-10606   Numbers and Shapes   $19.99

NEW!
NEW!

NEW!
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Rainbow Pebbles®
Smooth, rubbery pebbles are ideal for developing fine motor skills, counting, sort-
ing and creative design. Set includes 36 plastic pebbles in 6 sizes and 6 colors plus 
20 double-sided 63⁄4" x 41⁄2" activity cards. Pebbles measure largest 31⁄4" x 2" x 1⁄2" to 
smallest 1" x 3⁄4" x 1⁄4". Ages 3+  1 
CTU13208  $35.99
Classroom Set
Includes 252 Rainbow Pebbles in 6 sizes and 6 colors, 47 activity cards and 3 spinners 
in a clear storage container.  1
CTU13226  $149.99

Rainbow Pebbles® 
Activity Set
Encourage visual perception, sorting, 
counting, sequencing, stacking, 
and more! Set includes 48 plastic 
pebbles in 4 sizes and 6 colors plus 
12 double-sided 111⁄2" x 81⁄4" activity 
cards. Pebbles measure largest 
21⁄4" x 11⁄4" x 1⁄2" to smallest 1" x 3⁄4" x 1⁄4". 
Ages 3+   1 
CTU13206 $35.99

Junior Rainbow Pebbles® Activity Set 
Introduce little ones to sorting, counting and balancing! Set includes 36 bright, 
pebble-shaped pieces in 6 colors and 3 sizes (11⁄2", 21⁄4" and 3") plus 8 double-
sided activity cards. Ages 11⁄2+
CTU13209   $29.99
Junior Rainbow Pebbles®
Tub of 36 pebble-shaped pieces in 6 colors and 3 sizes. Ages 11⁄2+ $19.99 Each
CTU13228 Translucent
CTU13229 Earth Colors

Also great  
for therapy 
and rehab!

Safe 
for young 
children– 
No small  

parts!

72-Piece 
School Activity Set

MIN31759   $39.99

Nuts & Bolts
Large 21⁄2" nuts and bolts in 3 shapes: circle, 

square, and triangle. Durable plastic bolts only 
fit with the nut having the same shape. Plastic 

activity cards hold up well in the classroom.  
A great activity for strengthening fine motor 

skills and color and shape recognition.  
Ages 2–5

30-Piece Set
12 nuts, 12 bolts, and 6  

activity cards in a suitcase box    
MIN45303   $19.99  Product Safety See inSide front cover

Abacolor Maxi
Chunky geometric shapes help strengthen manual dexterity, 
expand logical reasoning, and improve attention. AblePlay® 
rated! Includes base, 15 colorful shapes and 20 activity cards. 
Ages 3–6   1
MIN45309 $21.99

Activity Pegs
An excellent basic math game designed to boost concentration, 

attention and eye-hand coordination. The pegs have 3 basic 
geometric shapes: circle, square and triangle in  

3 primary colors. Includes 12 plastic activity cards,  
18 pegs, a 71⁄2" foam flexible board, and 3 laces. 

Ages 3–6  1 
MIN31787   $21.99

LR-2444  Tall-Stackers™ Set. 25 pegs, 8" board with 36 holes $14.99
LR-2446  Large Tall-Stackers™ Set. 50 pegs, 111⁄2" board with 100 holes    $27.99

Tall-Stackers™  
Pegs & Pegboard Sets

Tall stacking pegs are easy to 
grasp and place. Plastic pegs  

are 25⁄8" tall and come in 5 colors. 
Lauri® crepe rubber pegboard is 

washable and flexible. Colors may 
vary. Ages 2+

Ages  
3+!

Ages  
11⁄2+!
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Manual Dexterity Vests
Heavy duty, cotton poly blend dressing vests 
encourage practice in basic dressing skills. 
Elastic panels let one size fit all kids. Each vest 
measures 171⁄2"L x 131⁄2"W. 2-year warranty. 
Ages 3+  1 
CF-361306    Snap Vest $25.26
CF-361307    Button Vest $25.26
CF-361308    Zipper Vest $25.26
CF-361319    Combo Vest $27.56

CF-361322 Set of all 4 vests      $94.43

Manual Dexterity Boards
Individual polyethylene boards covered in 
heavy duty cotton blend, encourage chil-
dren to practice basic skills. Set of 6 boards 
includes zipper, lacing, button, snap, bow 
tying, and buckle. Each board measures 
111⁄2"L x 91⁄2"W. 2-year warranty. Ages 3+  1 
CF-361310 $129.03

Basic Skills Board
Zipping, Buckling, Snapping, Lacing & Tying
Getting dressed won’t be such a puzzle once these 
skills are mastered! Each skill is contained on a 
separate, wooden puzzle piece for easy practice.  
6 pieces. 151⁄2" x 111⁄2". Ages 3+
LCI3784 $19.99

MIN96317   
Caucasian Boy

MIN96318   
African Girl

MIN96320   
Hispanic Boy

Multicultural Fastening Dolls
Children will learn to dress and undress themselves while playing 
with these soft, adorable dolls: fastening buttons, zippers, snaps, 
shoe laces, buckles and more. 15"L. Ages 3–6  1       $27.99 Each

MIN96319   
Asian Girl

ALL
NEW!

Lacing Buttons
Big buttons with 1 to 5 holes in bright colors. Ideal for sequencing and sorting, 
as well as developing mathematical and motor skills. Each button has a num-
ber in relief and its equivalent Braille symbol. Over 3'L. Ages 3–6  1 
MIN31791 40-Piece Set. 40 buttons, 12 activity cards 
 and 5 laces in a suitcase box $13.99
MIN31715 140-Piece Set. 140 buttons, 24 activity cards 
 and 10 laces in a storage jar $29.99

Latches Board
Undo a latch, swing open the numbered door, and 
count on fun when the picture beneath is revealed 
on this wooden play board! Build fine motor skills 
while learning colors, numbers, animals and more! 
151⁄2" x 111⁄2". Ages 3+
LCI3785         $24.99

 Product Safety See inSide front cover
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Special Needs  
Doll Accessories
Instill compassion and confidence 
through pretend play with this Special 
Needs equipment made to fit 14" Soft-
Body Dolls, sold separately. Set includes 
a walker, wheelchair, seeing eye dog and 
cane, leg braces, forearm crutches, vinyl 
glasses, dark vinyl glasses and a hearing 
aid. Ages 3+  1 
CF-100016 $137.09

Soft-Body Dolls
Huggable 14" dolls come dressed in a colorful sweat suit. Shown above with 
Special Needs Accessories, sold separately. Machine washable/dryable. Ages 3+    
$27.56 Each
CF-100728 White Boy
CF-100729 White Girl
CF-100732 Black Boy
CF-100733 Black Girl

CF-100730 Hispanic Boy
CF-100731 Hispanic Girl
CF-100726 Asian Boy
CF-100727 Asian Girl

All Kinds of Kids: Differing Abilities  
Bulletin Board Set
Help kids learn to respect and value all people, regardless of differences in their 
interests, abilities, and appearances. Includes eight 11" x 17" posters.
NS-3047 $11.99

Friends with Disabilities Play Figures
Soft and friendly characters help teach children about friends with disabilities. 
Chunky, plastic figures are approx. 5" tall and clean easily with soap and water. 
Set of 5. Ages 1+
MTB629 $39.95

Soft-Body Dolls 
and Special Needs 

Accessories are 
sold separately

Understanding Differences
Colorful photos show children with disabilities interacting with others in  
positive ways. Up-to-date, sensitive presentations give basic overviews for 
children who have or know children with disabilities. Set of 5 books, 24 pages 
each. Grades PreK–3   
CAP9781429620987 $29.75

15" Baby Dolls with Down Syndrome
These lightly scented anatomically-correct dolls feature well defined facial  
features and are made of soft vinyl with articulated head, arms and legs.  
Ages 10 months+ $26.99 Each
 Boy Girl
Caucasian MIN31068 MIN31088
African-American MIN31089 MIN31069

ALL
NEW!
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Time Timer MOD®
The MOD features a colorful silicone cover to match 
any classroom décor! The MOD is sized perfectly to 
keep small group work on track and help individuals 
stay focused on their work. Operates quietly and  
features an optional alert at the end of timing.  
Requires 1 “AA” battery, not included. 31⁄2". 
$36.95 Each
TTMM9 Charcoal Gray             
TTMM9BL Sky Blue      
TTMM9GR      Lime Green            
Time Timer® Dry Erase Board
Put time and task management together so that 
students can anticipate transitions and stay focused. 
Perfect for visual schedules. Convenient caddy holds 
markers and supplies. 73⁄4" x 73⁄4".
TTMWB6 Dry Erase Board only 
 (MOD® sold separately) $18.95
TTMM9DEB Dry Erase Board & Time Timer MOD®  
 Combo $49.95

Time Timer PLUS®
This award winning visual timer operates 
quietly (no loud ticking!) and comes in multiple 
durations for any activity in the classroom from 
station rotations, clean up and taking turns. 
Optional audible alert at the end of timing 
includes a volume control dial. Requires 1 “AA” 
battery, not included. 51⁄2" x 7". $38.95 Each
TTMP7 60 Minute Timer, Charcoal Gray
TTMP7WHT 60 Minute Timer, White
TTM05 5 Minute Timer
TTM20 20 Minute Timer
TTM120 120 Minute Timer

The Original Time Timer®
The original visual timer that shows exactly how much time is left. The Time 
Timer® operates quietly (no loud ticking!), and includes an optional audible alert 
when time is up and a Dry Erase Activity Card that can slot on top for time-to-
task management. All models are freestanding; the 8" and 12" models are also 
magnetic or can be wall mounted. 3-inch come with cloth carry bag and requires 1 
“AA” battery, not included. 8/12" require 2 “AA” batteries, not included. 
TTM03B-W   Time Timer 3" $29.95
TTM08B-W   Time Timer 8" $34.95
TTM12B-W   Time Timer 12" $39.95

Visual Schedule Kit
Shows a picture-based schedule for anyone to follow. This kit includes 2 blank 
faces that fit into any existing model of the Time Timer 12" (Blank faces do not fit 
in current updated model) and 2 sheets of stickers depicting various activities. 
TTMVSK12  $14.95

No loud
ticking!

No loud
ticking!

Time Timer® Watch PLUS
An easy way to keep every daily routine on track! Features: optional vibrate or 
audible alert, silent operation, repeatable time segments, backlight, and is water 
resistant to 30 meters. Soft silicone watch band fits wrist circumference between 
43⁄4"- 7". Requires “CR2032” battery (included). Charcoal. $84.95 Each
TTMW8YORW Small
TTMW8AW      Large  

Original Judy® Clock
Still a favorite of students and teachers, 
the Judy® Clock makes learning to tell 
time simple and fun! Visible functioning 
gears maintain correct hour-hand and 
minute-hand relationships. Easy-to-read 
numerals show elapsed time in 5-minute 
intervals. 123⁄4" x 131⁄2". Grades K–3  1 
J-0768223199 $25.99

Mini Judy® Clocks 
Wood miniatures of the Original 
Judy® Clock. Movable plastic 
hands are easy for little hands 
to use. Resource guide included. 
Set of 12. Grades K–3  1 
J-0768223202 $18.99

New &
Improved!
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WhisperPhone®

WhisperPhone® enables children to decode word sounds as they learn to read, spell, or process language aloud!  
By channeling their voice directly to their ear, children hear what they are reading, even at a whisper, keeping the classroom quieter and helping  

each child concentrate on his or her work. Accelerate development in speech training, learn a new language (ELL students), sound it out  
during vocabulary and spelling practice, and so much more! Reversible for either ear. No batteries or wires. 

Toobaloo®
The Toobaloo® is a phone-like device that allows children to hear themselves 
clearly while speaking softly into it. The design magnifies their voice allowing 
them to hear their sounds and words distinctly. This interactive learning tool  
can be used to improve reading fluency and comprehension, phonic skills, 
speech and voice disorders, bilingual education, and more. $5.95 Each
LFTTBLRD Red 
LFTTBLBL Blue
LFTTBLGR Green 
LFTTBLRDPR Red/Purple

Talking Tubes
Communicate across a small distance, 
between rooms, across an outdoor area 
or even between the indoor and outdoor 
environment! Set includes 2 handsets and 
nearly 10 feet of strong yellow, hollow flex-
ible tubing. Handsets simply plug into the 
ends of the tubing. Grades PreK+ 
CTU9440-73952        $23.99

WhisperPhone ELEMENT® 
Grades PreK–4
HB-WPE1 Single $5.99
HB-WPE12 ClassPak of 12 $59.99
HB-WPEVP12 Variety Pack of 12,  
 2 each of 6 colors  
  $59.99

WhisperPhone SOLO® XL  
Grades 5–Adult
HB-WPSXL1  Single  $9.99
HB-WPSXL12  ClassPak of 12  
  $115.99
HB-WPSXL48  MultiPak of 48  
  $448.99

WhisperPhone SOLO®
Grades K–4
HB-WPS1  Single  $8.99
HB-WPS12  ClassPak of 12  $92.99
HB-WPS48  MultiPak of 48  $358.99

Handheld

Nearly 10 feet of 
strong, flexible 

tubing!

HB-WPEVP12

Hands-Free

WhisperPhone DUET®  
Grades K+
HB-WPD1  Single $19.99
HB-WPD4  ClassPak of 4 $69.99

Inline BioFilter
Reduce airborne germs in the tubes of your DUET with this  
easy-assembly inline filter. Purchase individually or add on  
to a new DUET order.
HB-BF1  Single  $8.99

Partners

HB-D1BF  Single with BioFilter $28.99
HB-D4BF  ClassPak of 4 with BioFilter $105.99
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American Sign Language Alphabet Line
Use this alphabet line to teach the ASL manual alphabet. Photographs  
demonstrate hand symbols for all 26 letters. Measures over 14' long when 
assembled. Seven 241⁄4" x 75⁄8" strips per pack.
NS-9014 $9.99

American 
Sign Language Cards
Set of 26 alphabet cards features a 
photograph of the hand sign for a 
letter on one side, and the traditional 
capital and lowercase letters with a 
photo of a familiar object illustrating 
the featured letter on the reverse side. 
Set of 31 number cards features a 
photo of the hand sign for a number 
on one side, and the numeral, word, 
and counting block pattern on the 
reverse side. Two-sided, sturdy self-
checking cards measure 6" x 8".
NS-9082    Alphabet     $13.99
NS-9093    Numbers   $16.79

Let’s Learn Sign Language
These beautifully illustrated cards show finger spelling and hand posi-
tions, along with a written description, for 160 essential words. Cards 
include greetings and manners, following directions, verbs and adjec-
tives, everyday words and phrases, animals, people, and emotions. No 
prior knowledge of sign language is needed to successfully use these 
cards. 81⁄2" x 51⁄2". 160 cards. Grades PreK–2
KE-845046 $24.99

Creativity Street® Speech Mirrors
Great for speech therapy or self-portraits, these durable scratch-
resistant mirrors are 2mm thick.
DIXPAC2803   Single-sided, 81⁄2" x 11" $14.69
DIXPAC2804   Double-sided, 77⁄8" x 11" $20.15

Dry-erasable cover is removable 
to allow pictures to be placed 

behind the cover.

Sound Mirror
With simple record and play buttons, this mirror 
allows children to see themselves speak while 
making a voice recording up to 30 seconds long. 
High quality microphone pick-up and recording 
provide excellent clarity. Features 3 sound levels 
for use in different environments and a lock but-
ton to prevent important recordings from being 
over-written. Includes a wall slot and magnets 
for mounting. Requires 3 “AAA” batteries, not 
included. 43⁄4". Grades PreK+   1 
CTU9350-12711 $21.99

Rainbow Recorder
Record up to 1 minute of sound for use in a variety of speaking and listening  
activities. Recorder has a write and wipe surface, a magnetic face and base and  
can be customized with a photo. Each requires 3 “AAA” batteries, not included. 
Grades PreK+
JRL148 Single Recorder $19.99
JRL149 Set of 4 $69.99

44 Sound Cards
Mnemonic Cards for  
Teaching Letters & Sounds
These full-color cards provide a clear photographic 
image for each of the 44 sounds to act as a mnemon-
ic for learning. Borders are color-coded according 
to a developmental progression. 71⁄4" x 43⁄4". 50 cards. 
Grades PreK–2
JRL269 $12.99
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Alphabet Bean Bags
Soft, cuddly felt bean bags are 

embroidered with uppercase let-
ters on one side and lowercase on 
the other. Letters are color-coded, 
consonants in blue and vowels in 
bright red. Comes in a convenient 
drawstring storage bag. Set of 26. 

Grades PreK+  1
EI-3045   $34.99

Listening Lotto Games
Help children learn to listen carefully and make connections between 
what they hear and matching visual representations or illustrations! 
Includes audio CD, 12 game cards, 120+ tokens, and instructions. 
Grades PreK–1   $15.99 Each
KE-846006 Sounds at Home
KE-846007 Sounds on the Farm
KE-846008 Outside Sounds
KE-846032 Faces & Feelings

KE-846033 Alphabet Names &  
Sounds

KE-846046 Community Helpers

Reading Big Reading Full Page
Guide Strips Guide Strips Reading Guides

71⁄4" x 11⁄4" 7" x 33⁄4"  81⁄2" x 11"
$.99 Each $1.99 Each $2.99 Each

Yellow ASH10800 ASH10820 ASH10830
Blue ASH10801 ASH10821 ASH10831
Pink ASH10803 — ASH10832
Orange ASH10804 — —
Green ASH10805 — ASH10834
Aqua ASH10809 ASH10829 —
Rose ASH10810 ASH10816 —
Peach ASH10811 ASH10817 —
Light Green ASH10812 ASH10818 —
Goldenrod ASH10813 ASH10819 —

Reading Guide Strips

Big Reading Guide Strips

Reading Guide Strips
Designed to aid students and adults with reading difficulties 
such as skipping words or lines, reversing or transposing let-
ters, losing your place, rereading lines, concentration, and 
many others. Made from heavy duty, durable vinyl material.

Full Page Reading Guide Set
Starter set for reading specialists, 9 different colors. 
ASH10880 $21.99

Full Page  
Reading Guides

Touchtronic® Letters
Award-winning Touchtronic® Letters combine the physical and digital worlds of 
learning for true multi-sensory interaction! The supporting FREE apps include 
games for teaching letter recognition, phonemic awareness, and word building. 
Includes 26 letters color-coded with consonants in blue and vowels in red.  
For use on the iPad 2 and newer versions including iPad Mini, excluding iPad Pro. 
Grades PreK+  1 
JRL300 Single Set. Contains 3-D interactive letters, 3 free learning  

games and a teaching app $39.99
JRL301 Classroom Kit. 10 sets, each in a stackable tray $350.00

Supporting  
Apps are FREE 
on the iTunes  

store!

Phonics Bean Bags
Children will have fun learn-

ing “the sound alphabet” 
with these soft, sturdy, 

ligh weight bean bags. 
Each 23⁄4" bean bag is 
richly embroidered with a 
picture representing the 
sound of a letter of the 

alphabet–from apple to 
zebra. Plus, the short and 

long vowel sounds and the 
hard and soft sounds of c and g 

are represented by special “double-
sided” bags. Set of 26. Grades PreK+  1 
EI-3044 $49.99

Jumbo Alphabet Unifix® Cubes
Learn letters and build words with these easy-to-connect jumbo 11⁄2" cubes! 
Includes 26 alphabet cubes (red vowels and blue consonants) and 4 blank cubes. 
Activity ideas included. Grades PreK–K
DD-211265 $14.99
DD-211255   Jumbo Unifix® Cubes. Set of 20 $9.99
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Language Builder® Picture Cards
These sets are a great tool for teaching key language concepts to preschool children, children and adults with autism, developmental or speech/language delay,  

or to anyone learning basic language skills. The back of each 31⁄2" x 5" hi-gloss card is numbered and gives a label and category for the image, 
as well as suggested activities. Grades PreK+

Picture 
Nouns

350 cards
SLM001
$149.99

Picture Nouns Set 2
354 cards

SLM024   $149.99

Verbs
230 cards

SLM011   $99.99

Occupations
115 cards

SLM002   $49.99

Emotions
80 cards

SLM003   $34.99

Sequencing Cards
116 cards

SLM005  $49.99

Expand  
problem-solving  

abilities, lay a  
foundation for  
story-telling,  

and more!

Language 
Builder® Blocks
These custom-designed solid wood blocks can  
be used alone or enhanced by combining  
with the free Language Builder® Blocks  
App for iPad. Includes 40 blocks and 
120 picture cards of structures for children  
to recreate. Grades PreK+  1 
SLM006  Language Builder Blocks $69.99
SLM510  Extra Blocks, Set of 50 $19.99

Language Builder® 3D–2D Matching Kits
These kits provide the manipulative and photo materials for the most common introductory ABA and Autism Education lesson—matching. Items were chosen  

specifically to compliment the pictures in Language Builder® Picture Noun Cards (sold separately), so you can move seamlessly to similar matching, 
sorting and categorization lessons. Each kit contains 16 objects and 16 photo cards. Ages 2+    

$99.99 Each

SLM007   Foods
SLM008   Animals SLM009   Everyday Objects

Real Life Learning Poster Sets
Large, beautiful photographs are great for leading small group discussions in the 
classroom. Heavy card stock with a durable gloss varnish. 14" x 19".
SLM151   Wild Animals. Set of 10  $17.99
SLM152   Farm Animals. Set of 10    $17.99
SLM157   Sea Life. Set of 14      $24.99
SLM158   Insects. Set of 14      $24.99
SLM154   Community Helpers. Set of 6    $12.99
SLM921   Mega Pack of Animals & Insects. Set of 48  $79.99
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Empower ADHD Kids!
This must-have resource includes 
practical strategies to assist elementa-
ry-school children with attention-defi-
cit/hyperactivity disorder in developing 
learning and social competencies. 
Includes goal-setting techniques and 
more. 64 pages. Grades K–5
KE-804004 $11.99

Photo Conversation Cards 
for Children with 
Autism Spectrum Disorder
Help children develop social and com-
munication skills with full-color 81⁄2" x 
51⁄2" photo cards that include a social/
communication skills story printed on the 
back. Each situation is described in detail 
and socially appropriate responses are 
provided for children to practice. Includes 
topics such as meeting and greeting peo-
ple, personal space, manners, safety, good 
sportsmanship, emotions, making and 
keeping friends, and more! 90 cards.
KE-845035 $32.99

Packaged In A Handy Tri-fold Storage Folder

Essential Tips & Tools
All-in-one kit provides guidance, resources, and fresh ideas 
to help meet the unique needs of your students. Each kit 
includes a 32-page Teacher Resource Materials Booklet, 30 
activity or visual support cards, and 50-60 positive affirma-
tion strips or teacher hacks cards. Grades PreK–8 
$24.99 Each
KE-849000   Inclusion. 91 pieces
KE-849001   Social Skills. 81 pieces

Photographic Learning Cards
An effective tool for developing expressive and receptive language skills, 
building literacy skills, increasing vocabulary, sorting and classifying, 
and more. Grades K–5 
KE-D44044   People and Emotions. 90 photo cards, 51⁄2" x 81⁄2"  $39.99
KE-D44045   Nouns, Verbs, and Adjectives. 275 photo cards,  

41⁄2" x 51⁄2" each $53.99

Skill Drill Flash Cards
Proven effective for building basic skills and 
reinforcing learning programs. 3" x 6" cards 
are self-checking, colorful, durable, and 
feature rounded corners for quick sorting. 
Grades PreK+ $7.99 Each
T-53012 Alphabet, 80 cards 
T-53004 Picture Words, 96 cards 
T-53005 More Picture Words, 96 cards 
T-53008 Vowels and Vowel Teams, 72 cards 
T-53003 Sight Words, 96 cards 
T-53013 Action Words, 96 cards 
T-53014 Word Families, 96 cards 
T-53017 Sight Words–Level 1, 96 cards 
T-53018 Sight Words–Level 2, 96 cards 
T-53019 Sight Words–Level 3, 96 cards

Push Past It!
A Positive Approach to  
Challenging Classroom Behaviors
This must-have resource brings a raw, 
real, and at times funny approach to 
handling challenging behaviors. The 
author shares real-world examples, 
proven solutions, and new approaches 
to overcoming classroom disruptions. 
184 pages.
GR-15953 $24.95

Daily Visual Schedule 
Pocket Chart
Pocket chart measures 41⁄4" x 213⁄4". 
Includes 187 picture cards and 5 blank 
cards
KE-858004     $14.99

Wired Differently
A Teacher’s Guide to Understand-
ing Sensory Processing Challenges 
While the new sights, routines, and 
experiences can make preschool 
exhilarating, what about children who 
struggle? This book will help you to 
decode what may seem like everyday 
challenging behaviors. It’s possible 
that these children are struggling with 
sensory processing disorder (SPD). 
112 pages.
GR-15965 $24.95

NEW!



S32 Special Needs • Art Activities

Do•A•Dot Art!® 
The Original Dot Art Marker!

Sponge tip applicator makes  
painting fun and easy with no cups, 

no brushes, and no mess.  
Washable formula dries quickly. 

2.5 oz. spill-proof bottles. 
6 colors per set. Non-toxic.  

Made in USA.  1     
$17.49 Set

 Product Safety See inSide front cover

Mr. Sketch® 
Scented Markers
Each colored marker has its own fragrance! Chisel tip. 
SAN1905070 8 colors $9.55
SAN1905069 12 colors $13.82
SAN1905311 192 count, 12 colors $220.49

Mr. Sketch® Scented Stix
10 colors. Fine tip. 
SAN1905313 $8.49

All  
Mr. Sketch®  
Markers are  
AP Certified  
Non-toxic!

DAD202 Scented Juicy Fruits

DAD203
Scented

Ice Cream
Dreams

SillyScents™ Markers
Tasty scents add an extra dimension to kids’ artwork! Bright vibrant colors 
paired with sweet smelling scents.
Broad Line
BIN588268 10 colors (Stinky) $4.90
BIN588269 20 colors (10 Sweet, 10 Stinky) $10.88
Chisel Tip
BIN588199 12 colors $8.44

Young Kids Washable Palm-Grasp Crayons
These palm-grasp, egg-shaped washable crayons are sized to fit toddlers’ hands 
so they can easily make their first marks. Each egg is the equivalent of 14 regular 
crayons! AP Certified non-toxic. Ages 2+
BIN811450 Pack of 3 $8.78
BIN811451 Pack of 6 $14.44
Classpack® Assortment NEW!
Includes 3 each of 6 colors, 18 crayons in all.
BIN818127  $33.71

Primo Triangle Crayons
Amazing triangle crayons are easy for small 
hands to hold, and there are no dangerous 
pieces or bits because these crayons won’t 
break! Three sides can be worn to individual 
point sizes. Perfect for art rubbings, small 
detail and large coverage. Non-toxic,  
made with pure beeswax. Ages 2+
STW0731TR    12 colors   $12.99
STW0771TR    Tub of 30. 10 colors   $31.99

READY 2 LEARN® 
Scented 

Stamp Pads
Non-toxic, child safe ink.  1   

$5.79 Each

CE-01 Cherry/Red
CE-03 Bubble Gum/Pink
CE-05 Strawberry/ 

Hot Pink

CE-10 Orange/Orange
CE-31 Chocolate/Brown
CE-45 Lime/Green
CE-51 Hyacinth/ 
 Turquoise

CE-54 Blueberry/Blue
CE-61 Grape/Purple

Kwik™ Stix
Solid Tempera Paint Sticks
Take the mess out of painting—simply uncap, twist, and paint! 
Fast-drying formula dries in 90 seconds, leaving a paint-like  
finish. Great on poster paper, cardboard, wood and canvas. 
AP Certified, non-toxic.  1
TPG601 6-color set $6.50
TPG602 12-color set $12.99
TPG696 96-count, 8 each of 12 colors $91.99
Jumbo Kwik™ Stix NEW!
Great for posters! Safe for toddlers. 6 colors. Ages 11⁄2+ 
$14.99 Each
TPG645   Neon      TPG647   Metalix      TPG646   Classic

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!



 provide a multi-sensory experience!

Natural Wooden Bowls
2.8" diameter. Set of 3.
CTU73929 $22.99

Wooden Ring Stand & Rings
Rings are 1.9" diameter. Stand is 12.6"H.
CTU73911 Ring Stand $11.99
CTU73915 Rings, set of 10 $8.49

Natural Wooden Spools
1.4" diameter. Set of 10.
CTU73907 $11.99

Rainbow Wooden Spools
1.4" diameter. Set of 21.
CTU73975 $22.99

Rainbow Wooden Rings
1.9", 2.2", and 2.8" diameter. Set of 21.
CTU73977 $22.99

Rainbow Wooden Semispheres
1.6" diameter. Set of 21.
CTU73985 $21.99

Rainbow Wooden Balls
1.9" diameter. Set of 14. 
CTU73991 $35.99

Rainbow Wooden Discs
2.4" diameter. Set of 14.
CTU73997 $22.99

See how
many
rings
you can
stack!

Beautifully crafted, smooth beechwood objects

Heuristic Play Starter Set
63 pieces. Ages 10 months+
CTU73935 $159.99

Rainbow Wooden Super Set
84 pieces. Ages 10 months+
CTU73979 $199.99

He i

ALL NEW!ALL NEW!



NEW 2-IN-1

W
EIG

HTED TURTLE

Reminiscent of the ocean in her turquoise 
shinny and silky fabric, our turtle will provide  

relaxation and a deep sensory relief. It will 
become a favorite among children and adults!

    Allows to treat 2 areas of the body at once 
Shell on thighs and turtle’s body on shoulders

   Improves motor skills  
Dressing the turtle

  Encourages sharing and inclusion

Innovative 2-in-1 design!

The weighted animal that promotes
calmness and concentration

Homework RelaxationBedtime

nd inclusion

2.2 lbs
Body

2.2 lbs
Shell

4.4 lbs
Turtle

see 
page S10 
to order

Shop Online: www.unitedsensory.com

500+ 
NEW
great items to 

shop online!

Email: info@unitedsensory.com

A Division Of
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